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PERIPHERAL TASK

Opener →  →  →  →  →  →  →  → Ending
The buildings look very realistic because Because care has been taken to get the trees 

and plants the right size.

People love bringing their children to show 
them the model village

Is the model of the model inside the model.

The part of the model village that people 
are most interested in

Because it is just like it was when they came 
as children.

The scenes around the models are convincing Is the wind turbine because some people want 
them on the Island.

The feature of the model village that causes 
heated arguments on the Island

They are made of the proper materials; stone, 
wood and thatch.

Draw lines to link boxes and create the correct sentence!
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MATCHING EXERCISE Teacher Page (answers)

Opener →  →  →  →  →  →  →  → Ending
The buildings look very realistic because They are made of the proper materials; stone, 

wood and thatch.

People love bringing their children to show 
them the model village

Because it is just like it was when they came 
as children.

The part of the model village that people 
are most interested in

Is the model of the model inside the model.

The scenes around the models are convincing Because care has been taken to get the trees 
and plants the right size.

The feature of the model village that causes 
heated arguments on the Island

Is the wind turbine because some people want 
them on the Island.

Opener →  →  →  →  →  →  →  → Ending
The buildings look very realistic because Because care has been taken to get the trees 

and plants the right size.

People love bringing their children to show 
them the model village

Is the model of the model inside the model.

The part of the model village that people 
are most interested in

Because it is just like it was when they came 
as children.

The scenes around the models are convincing Is the wind turbine because some people want 
them on the Island.

The feature of the model village that causes 
heated arguments on the Island

They are made of the proper materials; stone, 
wood and thatch.


